a = 4pq = 4pq, av = 4pq, ad = 4pq, ag = 4pq, be = 4pq, be = 4pq

i = 4pq + 4pq + 4pq, u = 4pq, o = 4pq, e = 4pq, a = 4pq, e = 4pq

The image contains a page with text in a language that appears to be Arabic or another script with similar characters. The text is not legible due to the resolution or quality of the image. It seems to include words or phrases that might be part of a sentence or paragraph, possibly discussing a topic related to language, education, or some form of study. Without clear visibility, it's difficult to extract meaningful content from the page.
a = cup, ã = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = beet, ey = obey
a = cup, a = long, aw = now, ay = sighed, a = bit, ey = obey
a = cup, å = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = bgt, ey = obey
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i = keep, ï = big, u = coop, ü = put, y = yet, ' = (glottal stop)
رجلة n [ra-zal-ya]  
/رَجْلَةَ n /رَجُلَةَ n /رَجُلَةَ n /رَجُلَةَ n/  
beauty, figure, woman, lady n
a = cup, a = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = bet, ey = obey
a = cup, a = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = eat, ey = obey
a = cup,  å = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = bet, ey = obey

i = keep, í = big, u = oooh, ü = put, y = yet, ’ = (glottal stop)
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a} & = \text{cup}, \text{a} = \text{long}, \text{aw} = \text{now}, \text{ay} = \text{sing}, \text{e} = \text{get}, \text{ey} = \text{obey} \\
\text{shekh, pl shū-yukh/}\text{sheikh, shekhy; old man; head of Sufi order n} \\
\text{Shaykh Ali (dist) n} \\
\text{lion, (zoal) Leo n /sheyr/} \\
\text{Shaykh Ahmad Surī (P leader, hiz) n} \\
\text{milk n /shir/} \\
\text{Shaykh Bīrīj n} \\
\text{rice pudding n} \\
\text{sheyr-châjel n} \\
\text{Shaykh Chosk n} \\
\text{baby bottle n} \\
\text{sheyr-chāšt n} \\
\text{laxative n /shir-khuskh/} \\
\text{powdered milk n} \\
\text{Shaykh Khat n} \\
\text{see n /shir-khār (khor)/} \\
\text{Shaykh Khâr n} \\
\text{infant, nursling} \text{adj} \\
\text{lukewarm n /shir-garm/} \\
\text{milkshīr n /shir-mā-flat/} \\
\text{Shaykh Khâr n} \\
\text{flip a coin n} \\
\text{Shaykh Yâ Khat n} \\
\text{heads or tails n} \\
\text{Shaykh-Dān (shir-dān)/} \\
\text{tap, faucet n} \\
\text{shir-zād n} \\
\text{Shayrzt (dist, cfr Mama Kheyl) n} \\
\text{lukewarm n /shir-garm/} \\
\text{Shirin n /shir-yakht/} \\
\text{Shirin n /shir-rin/} \\
\text{sweet; pleasant \& adj; adv} \text{adj; adv} \\
\text{licorice n /shīr-hū-bu-yā/} \\
\text{Shirin n /shir-rī/} \\
\text{Shirin Taghī (dist) n} \\
\text{Shirin n (shir-rī/} \\
\text{candy, sweets; sweetness n} \\
\text{Shirin n (shir-rī/} \\
\text{Shirin n (shir-rī/} \\
\text{engagement party (for f) n} \\
\text{schist (rock) n /shist/} \\
\text{Shiṣhtān (shīṣhtāt/} \\
\text{sit (colloq) vi} \\
\text{sissū (tree) n /shi-sham/} \\
\text{sish (adj) n /shi-shā/} \\
\text{glass (material); bottle n} \\
\text{sish-shā būr (shish) n} \\
\text{glass cutter; glass cutting n} \\
\text{sish-shā dił (shish) n} \\
\text{coward n; timid adj} \\
\text{sish-shā-yâl (shish) n} \\
\text{glass, made of glass adj} \\
\text{sish-tān, pl shī-yā-tān/} \\
\text{devil, (fig) bad pers n; naughty adj} \\
\text{sish-tā-nat (shish) n} \\
\text{treachery; devility n} \\
\text{sish-tā-nat a-meyz (shish) n} \\
\text{treacherous; devilish adj} \\
\text{sish-tā-nat bāt (shish) n} \\
\text{sheytan n} \\
\text{diabolical; fiendish; naughty adj; mischief n} \\
\text{sīsh-yâl (shīd, shīdā/} \\
\text{Shite; disciples (rel) n} \\
\text{sīsh-yāl (shīd, shīdā/} \\
\text{Shite; & pers} \text{adj} \text{adj} \\
\text{sīsh-gal wū shīl-tān (shīl-tān/} \\
\text{Shaygal wa Sheltan (dist) n} \\
\text{hollow n /shīl-sāra/} \\
\text{Shaygal wa Sheltan (dist) n} \\
\text{power, strength (colloq) n} \\
\text{Shinkay n /shīn-kār/} \\
\text{Shinkey n /shīn-kār/} \\
\text{Shinkey n /shīn-kār/} \\
\text{Shindand (dist) n} \\
\text{Shīsh-yukh, shî sheikhy/} \\
\text{Shysh (shīsh-yukh) n} \\
\text{see gq sheikhy, sg sheikhy/} \\
\text{wall, lament n /shî-yan/} \\
\text{wall, lament n /shî-yan/} \\
\text{wall, lament n /shî-yan/} \\
\text{wall, lament n /shî-yan/} \\
\text{wall, lament n /shî-yan/} \\
\text{downhill adv; slope; manner custom; Sheya (ct) n} \\
\text{dawn, daybreak n} \\
\text{shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{police, urban adj} \\
\text{Shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} \\
\text{in the morning adv} \\
\text{in the morning (colloq) adv} \\
\text{daybreak (lit) n /sūb-gāh/} \\
\text{shey-wa dār n} \\
\text{sūb-hā-nā/} 
\end{align*}
\]

i = keep, i = big, u = cooq, ū = pūl, y = yet, ' = (glottal stop)
a = cup, â = long, aw = now, ay = sigh, e = bet, ey = obey

print n (at-be-y) طابع

see sg

cooking, cookery n (tab-kâh) طبخ

cooking v

Cook v
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